
 

SPAR Standard Set by Luchen - Pokerdeck

I've spent countless hours working on the playing cards you are about to see.
Every single detail is the best in my opinion: the card stock, feel, design, and
taste. This was not merely a deck of cards, but 52 cards born out of obsession
(OCD) and perfectionism.

Ten years ago, the designer Si Scott was driven insane by my endless requests
for modification. The United States Playing Card Company almost canceled the
order because of my demand over the printing and card stock. Finally, my first
exclusive playing card was born. The original version is limited to 1000 decks,
most of them are for my personal use, with only a small amount on the market.

It did not take long for me to run out of all my stock, and the collectors were
unwilling to sell it to me... I need it, and I miss it.

Today - after 10 years after its release, I have brought it back to life. The quantity
is still small, and I will try my best to cherish them and not sell so many...

SPAR Standard Box Set: Includes a set of red and blue SPAR Playing Card
decks. Classic red and blue. These decks of cards, like keys, unlock the treasure
buried in one's hands. The moment you handle these cards, you start envisioning
a performance, even if the audience is just yourself.

The blue edition features a marking system, allowing for various card effects in
one deck. The charm of magic can be elegant, while also capable of being simple
simultaneously. The blue deck also harbors a super-secret feature. This could
well be the first-ever fusion of marked cards and stripper cards in history.

Now, It's a time to witness a miracle!
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